
Thank you for choosing to decorate with Party Time Mysteries party printables! We are delighted to 
be able to offer you an easy and affordable way to host an elegant and fun party. 

Plea e read this page as it contains very important information about this suite. 

Fonts  and editable text 
There is  no need to download any fonts to use with this pdf file.

How to score
Scoring is  the act of creating  a line or depression in  the  paper that  w ill help the paper fold. As  p aper 
gets heavier  it is increasingly  harder  to fold. It is therefore a good idea to score the paper before folding 
it and sometimes before cutting it.  To score a line use a dull knife and a ruler. Press the ruler down �rmly 
at the place you want to fold. Then take the knife and draw a line, staying right next to the ruler. You want 
to press down �rm enough to create a valley in the paper deep enough to allow the paper to fold easily.
 

Printing
 Experiment with your  printer’s print quality. You  should

get good  re sults printing at Standard Quality. But  you
may want  to prin t at the highest quality available  for
your printer.

  Page Scaling to None  



 If you are  h aving  trouble with parts of the design  (not
the instructions) not printing around the edges, it means
your printer has wide margins. Just adjust the print
setting to fit to paper. This is not recommended for
cards.

Contact  
Please feel free to  contact me 
at: 

©Party Time Mysteries. These files are for personal use only. Commercial use, reselling of 
printed items, mass production, and file sharing are prohibited. You may not extract 
any original graphics for commercial use, or use any graphics as part of a website, logo or similar. Thank you. 
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http://partytimemysteries.com
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Triangle Banner
Instructions
1. Type one or 2 numbers or
uppercase letters of your choice
in each banner.  You can also delete
the letters and leave balloon blank. 
2. Print the page on white 
paper or cardstock.
3. Repeat 1 and 2 until you have
all of the letters you need.
4. Cut the banners out.
5. Punch a small hole on each
top corner and string the banners 
with yarn or ribbon.  
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Instructions
1. Type one or 2 numbers or
uppercase letters of your choice
in each banner. 
2. Print the page on white 
paper or cardstock.
3. Repeat 1 and 2 until you have
all of the letters you need.
4. Cut the banners out.
5. Punch a small hole on each
top corner and string the banners 
with yarn or ribbon.  
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Triangle Banner
Instructions
1. Type one or 2 numbers or
uppercase letters of your choice
in the pink balloon banner. You can 
also delete the letter and leave the 
balloon blank. 
2. Print the page on white 
paper or cardstock.
3. Repeat 1 and 2 until you have
all of the letters you need.
4. Cut the banners out.
5. Punch a small hole on each
top corner and string the banners 
with yarn or ribbon.  
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Triangle Banner

Instructions
1. Print the page on white 
paper or cardstock.
2. Cut the banners out.
3. Punch a small hole on each
top corner and string the banners 
with yarn or ribbon.  
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